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World Statistics Day 

Prepared by the UNSD 

 

At its 15th session the Committee was briefed on progress in the preparation of World 
Statistics Day (SA/2010/6). This information note contains a further update on relevant 
preparatory activities covering the period February – August 2010. 

1. Endorsement by the UN Statistical Commission. 

In its 41st session the UN Statistical Commission formally endorsed 20 October 2010 
as the date for the first World Statistics Day with the general theme of “Celebrating the 
many achievements of official statistics” and the core values of service, integrity and 
professionalism. The Commission also requested the Secretary-General at this occasion 
to communicate with all heads of Government, conveying a message regarding the 
importance of official statistics and urged all Member States to observe World Statistics 
Day and to organize related activities not only in cooperation with all institutes of the 
national statistical systems, but also with researchers, academia, media and other users of 
statistics. The United Nations Statistics Divis ion was requested to prepare a repository 
and resource kit on World Statistics Day celebrations and activities and to make it 
available on a designated website; 

2. Endorsement by the UN General Assembly 

In line with United Nations requirements that UN observances need to be endorsed at 
the highest political level, namely the General Assembly (GA), the ambassador of Oman, 
representing the country, which currently holds the chair of the UN Statistical 
Commission, initiated consultations on a GA resolution. After many countries 
communicated strong support from the technical to the political level, which allowed the 
draft resolution text to move forward at considerable speed, a GA resolution (A/64/267; 
see Annex 1) was passed unanimously on 3 June 2010. The resolution not only 
designates 20 October 2010 as World Statistics Day, but also includes in its preambular 
paragraphs strong language in support of official statistics, recalling the historical role of 
statistics at the UN, acknowledging the fundamental importance of national statistical 
capacity and recalling the adoption of the Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics. 

3.  Letter by the Secretary General to Heads of State/Government 



Following the request of the Statistical Commission and the adoption of the GA 
resolution the Secretary General wrote a letter on 14 July 2010 to the Heads of 
State/Government bringing World Statistics Day to the attention of all member states (see 
Annex 2). This is the first time that such explicit recognition and support is given to 
statistical work at the highest political level. The letter was very well received by the 
representatives of national statistical systems, in particular its clear reference to the need 
to build national statistical capacity (“Let us make this historic World Statistics Day a 
success by acknowledging and celebrating the role of statistics in the social and economic 
development of our societies and by dedicating further efforts and resources to 
strengthening national statistical capacity”). This has allowed many chief statisticians to 
engage with policy decision makers in a dialogue on statistical programmes, which is 
hoped to have an effect well beyond 20 October 2010. 

4.  Mobilization of the UN System 

The Secretary-General delegated the task of officially informing the Heads of UN 
System agencies to the Under-Secretary-General (USG) for Economic and Social Affairs. 
As the GA resolution also invites the UN system, regional and international organizations 
to observe World Statistics Day in an appropriate manner, the USG encouraged UN 
agencies to join the celebration and to provide support to member states in their 
respective areas. This has allowed the professional statistical teams in the various 
agencies to initiate activities with support of their senior management. In addition, the 
Director of the UN Statistics Division wrote to all UN Resident Coordinators in the 
member states, encouraging the UN country teams to contact their respective national 
statistical authorities and to support them in organizing and publicizing public events on 
the occasion of World Statistics Day. 

5. Support activities by the UN Statistics Division 

The UN Statistics Division has hired a communications specialist, Mr. Francois 
Coutu, to coordinate all activities related to World Statistics Day. The communication 
strategy includes the collection and promotion of all national, regional and international 
activities related to WSD, through a redesigned website 
(http://unstats.un.org/unsd/wsd/Default.aspx). Furthermore, key messages for senior UN 
officials (including the Secretary-General) are being prepared, which can and will be 
used at various events. Some 5300 posters in six UN languages have been sent to 
countries around the world, and the corresponding art works, consisting of banners and 
logos are being made available to member states upon request. UNSD has also created a 
YouTube channel at http://www.youtube.com/user/UNStatistics, which will be used as a 
depository of video clips. In terms of media engagement, a press kit is being finalized and 
interviews with UN Radio, UN News Centre and mainstream media are being planned. 
On World Statistics Day itself senior UNSD staff will attend and support various key 
events, such as the launch of the five-yearly World’s Women 2010 report in New York 
and at the Shanghai Expo. 

6. National, Regional and International Events 



The newly designed WSD website serves as the information centre of all events 
related to World Statistics Day. At this point, nearly 70 countries confirmed their 
intention to celebrate WSD. The website already includes information on activities by 42 
countries and 24 regional and international organizations (including UN agencies who 
take part in joint events), but these numbers are continuously growing. There is a great 
variety regarding the types of activities, ranging from special topical conferences, to 
public launches of statistical products, press releases, interviews, competitions etc. Apart 
from providing the global link for the many decentralized national and regional events, it 
is hoped that this information website will ultimately serve as a repository for materials 
and events, which can inspire future promotional activities in support of official statistics 
at all levels.   

7. Periodicity of World Statistics Day 

The question of a possible periodicity for World Statistics Day has been raised, but no 
decision has been taken in this regards. The General Assembly resolution requests the 
United Nations Statistics Division to report back to the Commission at its forty-second 
session on the experiences related to World Statistics Day 2010 and to discuss in this 
context the periodicity of the event. 


